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“We’re flirtin’ with disaster, ya know what I mean?
And the way we run our lives makes no sense to me”
- from “Flirtin’ With Disaster” by Molly Hatchet

Following a strong run in the first four months of the year, equity markets turned volatile during the
second quarter. For the three month period ended June 30, the S&P 500 Index ended down 2.84%.
International stocks fared worse, losing 7.13%, while bonds posted a gain of 1.32%, as measured by
Barclays Intermediate Index.
Like 2010 and 2011, share prices rose sharply at the start of the year in anticipation of stronger
economic growth, but stumbled in the second quarter with the annual political/fiscal crisis in Europe
and the reality of slower domestic growth. With each passing year, the magnitude of these issues has
grown despite enormous increases in government intervention efforts. Investors are increasingly
skeptical of such efforts to positively affect the economy, especially in Europe.
The tepid global economy is forcing increasingly aggressive decision making in both the private and
public sectors. A clear example is the May 10th announcement by J.P. Morgan Chase of a multibillion dollar hedging loss. How could the bank, widely viewed as one of the best managed in the
world, make such a large error? Its highly regarded president, Jamie Dimon, initially said it was
simply a “hedge” that went bad. The loss widened as the bank made other bets to offset the losing
trades. It may be many months before the full scope of the loss or the specifics behind the transactions are known, but public details of the debacle now suggest the trades were designed more for
profit than for hedging.
Inquiries into whether the trades were the work of a small group of traders or were blessed by senior
management are moot. The tale of caution from this affair is that in a low growth, low return environment, decision makers at all levels must take increasingly large risks to produce the same results.
From investors and corporations to governments and central banks, larger bets are being made just to
achieve the outcomes smaller actions had produced in the past. As with any wager, the financial risks
are often underappreciated until losses are realized. J.P. Morgan is bound by tight accounting
standards and regular fiscal reporting, so their losses were disclosed quickly. As we saw with Greece
and Fannie Mae, governments and related entities can mask out-sized risk taking simply by hiding
behind government accounting standards and their own credit ratings. This creates long term hazards
for markets.
Governments and Central Banks across the globe are working in the same low growth environment
as the private sector. These entities must take increasingly aggressive actions in pursuit of outcomes
that would have been easier to obtain in the past. The Federal Reserve's balance sheet, for example,
is now leveraged at roughly 50-to-1. Worse, the recent purchase of longer dated maturities has
pushed the average duration of their assets to approximately five years. An interest rate increase of
just 50 basis points would wipe out the Fed's entire capital base under mark-to-market accounting.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of each successive round of quantitative easing has been increasingly
less effective. According to Strategas Research partners, QE I produced a 13 month rally, while the
latest round of Fed easing (LTRO and Operation Twist) has only produced 6 months of relief.
In Europe, the efforts to maintain the status quo are beginning to resemble a Ponzi scheme. The
bailouts of Greece have drawn down the coffers of other nations, many of which are already financially strapped. Italy and Spain helped bail out Greece despite their dire financial straits. Spain now

needs an aid package, for which 20% of the loans will be provided by Italy. Italy already runs a large budget deficit and will
have to borrow the funds at market rates of nearly 7% so they can lend to Spain at 3%. In the process of keeping Greece
afloat, the Europeans are risking the failure of multiple countries.
The U.S. Federal government also continues to gamble, running up staggering budget deficits, including huge sums for
stimulus programs. Unfortunately, stimulus efforts have been running into the same economic headwinds as bank investment actions. Deficit spending has been losing its effectiveness as our debts grow, so ever larger spending is required to
produce the same level of economic growth. In the 1970’s, a dollar of deficit spending added about three dollars to our GDP;
today that same dollar generates less than 50 cents of new activity. With the US Congress unwilling, or unable, to reduce
spending, and calls for more stimulus growing, the national debt bubble will be a wager on the table for years to come. Politicians will continue to raise the stakes on this “calculated bet” as they feel voter pressure to produce the desired results.
Like the JP Morgan trades, this bet requires an ever increasing number of events to unfold perfectly to avoid onerous costs
to the American taxpayer.
In the short term, Europe is the most pressing issue. Demand destruction and collateral damage to financial counter parties
remain the biggest concern with Europe. With aid packages and austere budgets in place, Europe should stay out of crisis
mode until next spring. However, markets will remain focused on how robust sales to the region are in the months ahead.
We have already seen the impact of the European slow down in the earnings reports of large exporters like Caterpillar and
Cummins. Continued weakness across the pond is a risk that may not be fully factored into U.S. markets.
The U.S. budget deficits and the actions of the Fed are of less near term concern for investors. These are both troubling
trends but do not necessarily pose an immediate threat to market stability. However, both topics are political lightning rods
and are likely to be the subject of much debate during the current campaign season. Markets do not anticipate meaningful
budget action before the elections. However, there is little doubt serious action can be avoided in 2013. Investors will digest
rhetoric from the campaign trail to discern how legislation will shape up when Congress reconvenes after the election break.
Ill conceived policy promises will be quickly factored into price levels this fall. We suspect the next twelve months will
prove to be one of the more interesting periods in recent market history.
Investment Strategy
As we keep an eye on longer term issues like the debt bubble and problems in Europe, we are even more keenly focused on
the issues affecting markets in the near term. Corporate earnings are the life blood of the financial markets. While earnings
have been strong this year, further growth is facing two headwinds: a legally mandated contraction in fiscal policy and slowing economic data points.
The first headwind, termed the “fiscal cliff”, refers to the simultaneous expiration of the 2001 and 2003 tax cuts, the imposition of new taxes to fund the healthcare plan, and the imposition of mandatory spending cuts on January 1, 2013. As shown
in Table 1, the combination of tax hikes and spending cuts will remove $525-550 billion in cash and government spending
from the economy next year. At a minimum, this produces an immediate 3.4% contraction of GDP at the start of 2013.
Table 1.

Economically, activity has slowed since the start of the year. The index of Leading Economic Indicators has been falling for
several months, as shown in Chart 1. This is a predictive data point. Initial claims for unemployment, Chart 2, have also
turned up. While employment data are lagging indicators, the upturn does suggest the unemployment problem will not be
going away anytime soon.
Chart 1.
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Stock prices have held up despite this weakness due to low interest rates. With rates at record low levels, stocks look cheap
when compared to virtually any other asset class. Interest rates are now the single most important input for stock prices.
Market prices assume a third round of quantitative easing by the Fed is inevitable. This puts us in a strange state where good
news is bad (as it may defer QE III) and bad news is viewed as good (since it makes QE III more likely).
The comments made by Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke after the June 20th FOMC meeting suggest the Fed is
content with the status quo, but is prepared to act should economic conditions deteriorate sharply from current trends. However, the Federal Reserve has precious few bullets left in its arsenal. Another round of quantitative easing is widely considered to be the only material monetary policy tool available to them. Many analysts are raising doubts about what effect such
a program will have on the broader economy. Indeed, we find it hard to believe a 1.25% 10-year Treasury yield will stimulate much more activity than the current 1.50% yield, yet it will hit owners of capital (i.e. savers) hard and may end up
hurting the economy more than it helps. If the economy deteriorates to the point where a third round of easing is needed,
QE III alone will likely not be enough to stop the economic pain.

We remain defensive in how we position client portfolios. We have generally been increasing cash holdings, mostly by
reducing exposure to economically sensitive companies. We continue to emphasize the defensive sectors of the markets in
portfolio construction. This has largely kept us out of the high multiple segments that have produced most of the gains in the
past year. We have been emphasizing companies with solid cash flow generation and “sum of the parts” value plays. We
believe these companies will hold up best in a difficult market while still participating in any rally that may materialize.
We are optimistic about bonds on a selective basis. Bond prices have rallied sharply on fears of a “Lehman” type default –
one capable of shutting down markets – by Greece and the global economic slowdown. Bond prices now face significant
headwinds and further increases will be hard to justify without additional Fed intervention. The case can certainly be made
that current rate levels are unsustainable without a severe worsening of the situation in Europe or a relapse of the U.S.
economy into recession.
U.S. bond markets have been grinding higher, primarily due to the flow of funds story. Cash has poured into our markets as
investors flee the troubles in Europe. The threat of countries leaving the Euro exposes capital to the risk of currency loss
should Euro holdings suddenly be converted into drachmas, lira and pesetas. Despite continued deficit spending, our rates
have fallen during the quarter with little action from the Fed. International cash flows can be fickle and can quickly reverse.
Capital outflows would increase pressure on the Fed to ignore inflationary pressures and act decisively should U.S. growth
remain tepid. Just what level of crisis will push the Fed into action is clearly an issue to monitor in the months ahead.
This dilemma has meaningful implications for portfolio strategy. We currently favor:
- Spread instruments: Select corporate bonds continue to offer value despite recent strength. Spreads have tightened
dramatically and security selection is critical. MBS is mixed.
- Municipal bonds: Unlike corporate bonds, municipal bond spreads remain attractive as fears of deteriorating
local finances weighed on investors. Chapter 9 bankruptcy filings by Stockton and San Bernardino, CA have
renewed nervousness about the sector. June marked the first month in several quarters in which we saw an
issue repriced with higher yields during the new issue order period. Municipal bonds now offer some of the
best risk adjusted nominal yields in the market, before adjusting for taxes. The total return potential of the sector
very compelling, even for low tax investors, given the pending large tax hikes.
- Preferred stock: Low rung capital remains highly attractive in this rate environment. Earnings are strong enough
to easily support dividends, yet too low to fund a massive wave of redemptions. We continue to be attracted by
the yields and stability of preferred stocks. The Fed has indicated rates will be held low for at least two more
years, implying diminished interest rate risk for these perpetual securities. Risk based capital implications are
the biggest concern with the sector.
As always, we welcome your questions and comments.
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